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Neutron-diffraction investigation of the magnetic state of 
Nil -,S, N, ~,S,~,O,, and N, -,S1 -,Se, in the metal- 
semiconductor phase transition region 

E. B. Blankova, A. P. Vokhmyanin, V. V. Kelarev, A. N. Pirogov, S. K. Sidorov, 
Yu. k. Turkhan, and R. A. Yakshibaev 

Urah State University 
(Submitted November 30, 1976; resubmitted May 20, 1977) 
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fi. 73, 937-943 (September 1977) 

A neutron-diffraction investigation of the effect of oxygen and selenium on the variation of the magnetic 
state of hexagonal Ni,-,S has been carried out in the temperature range from 4.2 to 293 K, which 
includes the critical temperature of the phase transition from the antiferromagnetic to the paramagnetic 
state. It is found that the doping elements do not change the magnetic structure and the magnitude of the 
magnetic moment of the nickel ions. From the independence of the diffuse scattering of temperature it is , 

concluded that, in the metallic state, all the solid solutions are Pauli paramagnets. 

PACS numbers: 75.25.4-2, 75.30.K~ 

The  existence of correlat ion between t h e  nature of 
the  variation of the  binding f o r c e s  i n  a number of 3d- 
t ransi t ion metal  sulfides, selenides,  and tel lur ides and 
t h e  type of conduction of these  compounds, which w a s  
pointed out i n  Refs. 1 and 2, h a s  led the authors  of 
t h e s e  p a p e r s  to in fe r  the  possibility of a direct ional  
var iat ion of the  electrophysical p roper t i es  through the  
variat ion of t h e  relat ion between t h e  ionic and homo- 
po la r  components of t h e  binding forces.  T h e  lat ter  is 
real ized by  doping these  compounds with anions with 
electronegativity different f r o m  t h e  electronegativity of 

t h e  anions of the or iginal  compound. It was  assumed 
that  the variat ion of t h e  difference between the  mean  
electronegativities of the  anions and cations can  signifi- 
cantly change t h e  degree  of ionicity of t h e  phases ,  o n  
which quantity c lea r ly  depends the  d e g r e e  of localiza- 
tion of the  valence electrons.  

Experiments  with p u r e  and doped Nil-,S, i n  which the 
intermediate  charac te r  of t h e  electrophysical  proper-  
ties manifests  itself mos t  c lear ly,  c''21 confirmed the 
correctness of the  s ta ted  hypothesis.  It w a s  shown 
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that the partial substitution of sulfur in Nil_$ by the 
more electronegative oxygen leads to the stabilization 
of the semiconducting state, i. e. , the transition into 
the metallic state occurs a t  a higher temperature than 
in the undoped sulfide, while the activation energy for 
the intrinsic conductivity in the semiconducting phase 
increases. On th8 other hand, the substitution of sul- 
fur in Nil.$ by the less electronegative selenium leads 
to the lowering of the critical temperature of the tran- 
sition into the metallic state and to a decrease in the 
activation energy for the intrinsic conductivity of the 
semiconducting state. 

These results were obtained on the basis of an anal- 
ysis of the behavior of the temperature dependence of 
the thermo-e. m. f. coefficient o(T) and the magnetic 
susceptibility x(T) of the doped and undoped nickel sul- 
fides. It was also found that a change in the vacancy 
concentration in the metal sublattice of the original 
sulfide can lead to a significant change in the depen- 
dence of the magnetic susceptibility on the concentration 
of the doping elements. c31 The necessity for a careful 
neutron-diffraction investigation of pure nickel sulfide 
and of the sulfide doped with the metalloids oxygen and 
selenium was demonstrated in this connection. Inves- 
tigations of the scattering of neutrons on these objects 
should help resolve the question of the influence of dop- 
ing on the magnetic parameters-the magnetostructural 
characteristics-connected with the electrophysical 
properties, and provide additional information about 
the nature of the magnetic state in the metallic phase. 
It can be expected that such experiments will also fa- 
cilitate the elucidation of the nature of the semiconduc- 
tor-metal phase transition, about which opinions differ 
in the literature. 

Sample preparation and the experimental procedure 

Using the technology described in Ref. 1, we pre- 
pared samples in the form of powder and with the com- 
positions indicated in Table I. The measurements were 
performed on a neutron-diffraction apparatus located in 
one of the horizontal channels of the IVV-2 r e a ~ t o r .  
The wavelength, X, of the neutrons was 1.075 A. The 
sample was poured into a vanadium container with an 
inside diameter of 8 mm and a height of 50 mm. The 
angular distribution of the scattered neutrons was stud- 
ied at room, liquid-nitrogen, and liquid-helium temp- 
eratures. Intermediate temperatures in the 293-77 -K 
range were obtained in a liquid-nitrogen cryostat with 
a special heater located between the container and the 

xis 

TABLE I. Concentration dependence of the 
magnetic moment of the nickel ion. 

FIG. 1. Neutron-diffraction pattern for (N~.985S)0.995(Ni0)0.005 
at a temperature of 293 K. 

point where the container was fixed to the bottom part 
of the nitrogen tank of the cryostat. A copper-constan- 
tan and a'copper-iron-copper thermocouple were used. 
The form factor value for the computation of the mag- 
netic moment was taken from Ref. 4. 

Magnetic moment of 
Ni*' (inpB) a t  4.2 K Sample number 

RESULTS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS 

I I 

Composition 

For all  the nine samples we obtained neutron-scat- 
tering patterns in the range of the angle 28 from 0 to 
45' a t  the three temperatures (293; 77; 4.2 K). Figure 
1 shows the neutron-diffraction pattern for the sample 
(Nio.9esS)o.~(NiO)o,o~. The neutron-diffraction patterns 
for all  the rest  of the samples have the same form at  
room temperature. In the indicated angle range they 
contain (loo), (002)~ (101), (102), and (110) reflections. 
The relative intensities of these reflections a r e  in good 
agreement with the computed values, obtained under 
the assumption that all  the investigated compounds have 
the NiAs-type structure, that the vacancies in the cat- 
ion sublattice and the doping atoms in the anion sub- 
lattice a r e  distributed statistically, and that the mag- 
netic moment of nickel is equal to zero (the neutron 
scattering amplitudes are: bNi2+= 1.03C, bsb= O.78CY 
bs = O.27C, and bo = 0.575C, where C = 10"~ ~ m / a t o m ~ ~ ~ ) .  
At room temperature coherent scattering, which would 
have indicated the presence of magnetic long-range or-  
der, was absent in all the compounds. The unit cell of 
pure Nil,$ coincides with the unit cells of the doped 
compounds, but in the latter case the (1/3, 2/3, 1/4) 
and (2/3, 1/3, 3/4) si tes can be  occupied by oxygen o r  
selenium with a probability proportional to their con- 
centration in the compound. 

Figure 2 shows the neutron-diffraction pattern, 
measured a t  4.2 K, for the compound (Nia9esS)o.9s 
(Ni0)0.005. (similar neutron-diffraction patterns a re  
obtainable at 4.2 and 80 K for the compounds 1, 2, 
4-7, whose compositions a r e  indicated in Table I. ) 
This neutron-diffraction pattern differs from the one 
shown in Fig. 1 only in the magnitude of the (101) re- 
flection, which is roughly two times more intense than 
in the first  case. The most likely cause of the appear- 
ance of the additional scattering is, apparently, the ap- 
pearance in the material of long-range magnetic order 
connected with magnetic moments localized on the nick- 
e l  ions. ') It is precisely such a conclusion that was 
arrived at by Sparks and ~ o m o t o ~ ~ ~ a s  a result of a 
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FIG. 2. Neutron-diffraction pattern for (N~~985S)o~995(NiO)OOO05 
at a temperature of 4.2 K. 

neutron-diffraction investigation of pure nickels sul- 
fide. Indeed, the pattern of scattering from the mag- 
netic structure, whose unit cell is shown in Fig. 2, 
should contain only the (101) magnetic reflection, which 
coincides in position with the (101) nuclear reflection. 
A calculation shows that diffraction on such a magnetic 
structure should give another (111) magnetic reflec- 
tion, but it is located in the 38-42" angle range, where 
the form factor for the nickel ion is small, in conse- 
quence of which the reflection does not show up. 

Since the compounds 1, 2, 4-7 (see Table I) give 
identical magnetic-diffraction patterns, we can assume 
that the same type of antiferromagnetic ordering exists 
in these compounds at  low temperatures. The (002) 
and (101) reflections a r e  poorly resolved in the neu- 
tron-diffraction patterns. Therefore, the magnetic 
component of the (101) reflection was determined as the 
difference between the total intensities of the (002) and 
(101) reflections measured at  4.2 and 293 K. In Table 
I we give the values, computed from these data, of the 
magnetic moment of the nickel ion. As the reference 
reflection, we chose the (100) pure nuclear reflection. 
The expression for the determination of the magnetic 
moment of the nickel ion has the form 

peff ( N i 2 + ) = [ Z ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ . '  ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ / ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , , j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  I": 
X[0.2695.10-"F(A-' sin 8,,,,,) I-', 

where F(X"  sin^(^^^,) is the magnetic-scattering form 
factor of the nickel ion for the (101) reflection jtlol, is 
the repetition factor for the (101) plane, ='is the 
mean value of the square of the magnetic-interaction 
vector for the (101) plane, Iht.O;) is the experimental val- 
ue of the intensity of the (101) magnetic reflection, 
4::) is the experimental value of the intensity of the 
(100) nuclear reflection, 12:;) is the computed value of 
the intensity of the (100) nuclear reflection, and P(lol, 
is the integratedness factor for the (101) reflection. 

For the compounds 1, 2, 4-7 we obtained virtually 
the same values for the magnetic moments of the nick- 
e l  ion (see Table I). A similar result is obtained in the 
computation of the moment for the undoped nickel sul- 
fide from Sparks and Komoto's experimental data, al- 
though these authors give a significantly different val- 
ue: 1.6 1,. The disagreement is due, apparently, to 

the use of form factors taken from different sources. 

A detailed investigation of the temperature depend- 
ence of the intensity of the (101) magnetic reflection 
was carried out on the compounds 1, 2, 4-7 in the 
temperature range 80-300 K. In the case of some of 
the compounds the region of investigation was extended 
down to 4.2 K. Typical curves a r e  shown in Fig. 3. It 
can be seen that doping with selenium shifts the tem- 
perature at  which magnetic scattering appears toward 
by oxygen leads to the elevation of this temperature. 
In this case the width of the interval in which the mag- 
netic transition, which manifests itself in a sharp 
change in the intensity of the magnetic coherent scat- 
tering, occurs depends on the concentration of the dop- 
ing component. 

A comparison of the I::! (T) curves with the depen- 
dences p - l ( ~ ) ,  a(T), and X(T) obtained in Refs. 1 and 2 
shows that, in both pure nickel sulfide and nickel sul- 
fide doped with metalloids, magnetic scattering ar ises  
and increases, a s  the temperature is lowered, simulta- 
neously with the transition to semiconducting proper- 
ties. It can be asserted that the antiferromagnetism 
and the semiconducting properties a r e  most clearly 
related here and are,  apparently, interconditional. 

Indeed, the compounds (Ni,. ,,,S), ,Se,, and 
(Ni,9sS)o. slSea os, for example, do not give magnetic scat- 
tering right down to 4.2 K. But, in accordance with the 
foregoing, this was tobe expected, since, accordingto the 
data of Ref. 1, the metal-nonmetal transition does not 
occur in these compounds; they possess metallic con- 
ductivity in the entire investigated temperature region. 
Another example: the doping with oxygen of the sulfide 
of composition NioessS, in which the metal-semiconduc- 
tor phase transition does not occur and there a r e  no 
signs of long-range megnetic order, leads to the simul- 
taneous appearance in the low-temperature region of 
semiconducting conductivity and antiferromagnetic 
properties. 

Thus, the low-temperature semiconducting phase is 
always antiferromagnetic, irrespective of the composi- 
tion of the compound. A change in the content of the 
doping component affects in like manner the boundaries 
of the existence regions for the antiferromagnetism and 
the semiconducting properties, both transitions-the 

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the intensity of the (101) 

magnetic reflection for the compounds: 0) Nbs985S; X) 

(Ni0.96S)0.975(Ni0)0.025; A) (Ni0.985S)0.98Se0.02; 0, (Ni0.985S)0.995 

X ( N i 0 ) o ~ ~ ~ 5 .  
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electric and magnetic-always occurring simultaneously. 
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that, in the antiferromagne- 
tic region, the intensity of the (101) reflection for the 
compound 1, 2, 4-7 does not significantly depend on 
temperature. Rough estimates of the.NQe1 temperature 
from the temperature dependence of the intensity of the 
(101) reflection in this region yield a value lying within 
the limits 700-800 K. This result agrees with the com- 
puted NBel-point value obtained for pure NiS. ''I The 
obtained experimental data do not reveal any influence , 
of the doping components on the character of the tem- 
perature dependence of the intensity of the magnetic re- 
flection in the antiferromagentic region (Fig. 3). 

Thus, the behavior of the (101) reflection indicates 
a weak dependence of the magnetization of the cation 
sublattice on temperature in the antiferromagnetic 
state. 

In the region of variation of the conductivity mech- 
anism, a s  the temperature is raised, there occurs an 
abrupt decrease of the intensity of the (101) magnetic 
reflection down to the complete disappearance of the 
reflection a t  the point of transition of the material into 
the metallic state (Fig. 3). The corresponding change 
in the sublattice magnetization can be explained in two 
different ways: 

1) as a result of a change in the exchange interac- 
tions, the substance goes over into the paramagnetic 
state with disordered magnetic moments; 

2) the magnetic moments localized on the nickel ions 
disappear completely during the transition (Pauli para- 
magnetism). 

The transition of the material with long-range mag- 
netic order into the paramagnetic, disordered state 
should have inevitably been accompanied by the appear- 
ance of incoherent diffuse neutron scattering, the in- 
tensity of which is connected with the magnetic moment 
of the scatterer by the well-known relation 

where do/da is the cross section for paramagnetic 
scattering, S is the effective spin quantum number of 
the nickel ion, r,, is the electromagnetic radius of the 
electron, y is the magnitude of the magnetic moment 
of the neutron in nuclear magnetons, and F(X-' sine) is 
the magnetic form factor of the nickel ion. ''I 

On the basis of the magnitude of the magnetic mo- 

FIG. 4. Temperature de- 
t? . pendence of the diffuse scat- 

tering (background) in the 
Ni0.916S sample (20 = 10"). 

u 

140 220 300 

ment on the nickel ion (1.2 Fa), determined by us for 
the magnetically ordered state, an increase of 0.265 
b/sr-atom was to be expected in the scattering cross 
section upon the transition of the material from the 
semiconducting to the metallic state on account of the 
paramagnetic component (if we assume that the mag- 
nitude of the moment is conserved). 

We investigated the temperature dependence of the 
diffuse, incoherent scattering in a temperature range 
encompassing the semiconductor-metal phase transi- 
tion on three samples of the following compositions: 

Ni, ,&, (Ni, o,oaSe, o,. Nio p i e s .  

The neutron counter was set  in a position correspond- 
ing to the angle 20 = 10". As a standard we used a vana- 
dium sample. 

The exposure chosen in the measurement a t  each 
point enabled us to reliably establish a change in the 
cross  section du/da of 0.016 b/sr-atom, which would 
correspond to a magnetic moment of 0.3 p B  for the 
paramagnetic scatterer. In Fig. 4 we present the 
measurement results for the NiLg,,S sample. It can be 
seen that the background has the same magnitude to the 
left, a s  to the right, of the region of the semiconduc- 
tor-metal phase transition, which, in the alloy under 
consideration, occurs in the temperature range 140- 
200 K. The dashed curve in the same figure repre- 
sents the computed diffuse-scattering intensity versus 
temperature curve, obtained under the assumption that 
the magnitude of the magnetic moment localized on the 
nickel ion remains unchanged after the transition into 
the paramagnetic state. Similar results were obtained 
by us in the investigation of nickel sulfide doped with 
oxygen o r  selenium. Thus, these measurements dem- 
onstrate conclusively that, in the metal phase, there is 
no incoherent magnetic scattering (i. e., no paramag- 
netic diffuse background), which implies the absence 
of localized magnetic moments on the nickel ions. Con- 
sequently, in the transition region, a s  the temperature 
is raised, there occurs a change in the electronic 
structure, including the disappearance of the localized 
magnetic moments. This conclusion is in accord with 
Sparks and Komoto's conclusion, 'g'lO' which was drawn 
on the basis of only an analysis of the angular depen- 
dence of the background in the diffraction pattern of NiS. 
In view of the necessity to make manifest the small 
paramagentic-scattering effect (/J= 1 p B )  in a large in- 
coherent-nuclear-scattering background, i t  was neces- 
sary  to carry  out additional experiments based on a dif- 
ferent procedural approach that ensured substantially 
higher sensitivity and measurement accuracy. 

Thus, it can be regarded a s  conclusively established 
that, in the metallic state, pure nickel sulfide and 
nickel sulfide doped with metalloids a r e  Pauli para- 
magnets. This conclusion agrees with the data obtained 
in susceptibility measurements performed on the com- 
pounds under consideration and with the results ob- 
tained in a study of the Massbauer effect in pure nick- 
e l  sulfide. '"] 
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"~oubt has been expressed in the literature about the existence 
of localized moments in the low-temperature phase of NiS. 
However a detailed thermodynamic analysis, carried out by 
Polovov et al. ,16' attests to their existence. 
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Absorption of sound in helium I1 
Yu. A. Matveev 
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A theory is developed describing the propagation of high-frequency sound in helium I1 at low temperatures 
(Tc 0.6 K) and high pressures (P> 16 atm), when the energy spectrum of the phonons becomes stable. 
The absorption coefficient and the sound dispersion are calculated under these conditions. The dependence 
of the velocity of second sound on the frequency is determined. The resonance properties of the obtained 
solution are discussed. 

PACS numbers: 67.40.Mj, 67.40.Pm 

INTRODUCTION damped solutions of the dispersion equation, has been 

There has recently appeared a large number of 
works devoted to the study of kinetic phenomena in 
helium at low ( T < 0 . 6  K) temperatures (see the re- 
view of Ref. 1). Interest in this region has been raised 
by the assumption of Maris and ~ a s s e ~ ~ ~ l t h a t  the pho- 
non portion of the dispersion curve in He II can be  un- 
stable, i. e., the dependence of the photon energy & on 
the momentum p has the form 

(c is the velocity of sound, Y ,  6 > 0). 

Three-phonon processes become possible in such 
dispersion, and the effect of these processes on the 
kinetics and propagation of sound has been studied by 
Maris. One of the results of this investigation has 
been the conclusion that, in addition to the ordinary 
second sound in He I1 at low temperatures, propagation 
of "new" sounds is possible. Also, it turned out that 
the velocity of ordinary second sound increases upon in- 
crease in the frequency, from the hydrodynamic value 
c / 6 t o  c. The qualitative explanation of this phenom- 
enon has been given by Maris within the framework of 
the theory of ~ande l ' sh tam-~eon tov ich  for sound prop- 
agation in relaxing media. 

connected with the emergence of "quasiconserved" 
quantities, i. e. , quantities which undergo almost no 
change within a t ime of the o rde r  of the period of the 
sound wave. 

Such a situation was possible because wt,, << 1 in the 
equilibrium regime (w is the sound frequency, t,, is the 
time of establishment of equilibrium for phonons mov- 
ing in a single direction) the transition from the  region 
of hydrodynamics wt2<< 1 (t, is the relaxation t ime of 
the second harmonic of the distribution function, ex- 
panded in Legendre polynomials) to the high frequency 
region wt2 >> 1 is described not by a single relaxation 
t2, but by a whole series of t imes t,, each of which cor- 
responds to the relaxation of the harmonic P ,  (cos8). 
For small  I, a dependence t;' - was obtained in Refs. 

3-5. Therefore, with increase in frequency a situation 
becomes possible in  which some of the harmonics are 
"conserved, " and for them wt, >> 1, shile others are in 
the hydrodynamic regime wt, << 1. 

Kinetic phenomena in a gas of phonons for  the case  of 
four-phonon processes (under the assumption that Y < O  
in (1)) was considered by Khalatnikov and Chernikova. 
They assumed that the transition from the hydrodynam- 
ic region to the high-frequency region is described by 
a single relaxation t ime T2. 

The appearance of "new" sounds, i. e. , weakly In the present paper it will be shown that even in the 
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